### Terrain:
Some hilly grassy area with paved and flat walkways and roadways.

### Communal areas:
- **Reception**: Wheelchair accessible via ramp and lowered counters
- **Concierge Desk**: Wheelchair accessible lowered counter
- **Activities Room**: Ground floor wheelchair accessible
- **Outdoor Pool**: Both pools are wheelchair accessible
- **Restrooms**: All public restrooms (pool, lobby, fitness/activities) are wheelchair accessible, equipped with grab bars and roll-up sink countertops.

### Parking:
Two disabled parking spaces in guest parking area in the front of lobby and check-in area. An accessible ramp is located next to parking spaces.

There are 14 disabled parking spaces throughout the resort for all units.

### Accessible Accommodations:
Three units with roll-in shower, roll-up sinks in the bathrooms and kitchen, raised toilets, lowered cabinetry and enlarged doorways.

Six units with grab bars in tub/shower combination, roll-up sinks in the bathrooms and kitchen, lowered cabinetry and enlarged doorways.

Eight units equipped for the hearing impaired with:
- Doorbell strobes (ring doorbell and lights flash in room),
- Phone strobe (phone rings causing lights to flash in room),
- Smoke detector (flashing lights in room).

There are ramps to all walkways of each building.

### All Accommodations:
The units are located across a number of individual buildings, which have three floors accessible only by stairs. The buildings are tucked between the golf course and the breathtaking McDowell mountains. Depending on where the units are situated, a car may be needed to travel to the communal areas detailed above.

### Equipment Available (on request):
- Shower chairs, shower stools, toilet seat riser, and grab handrail.

### Measurements:
- **Shower stool**: width 20 in x 13 in, height 20 in, diameter 24 in x 21 in
- **Shower stool**: width 19 in x 13 in, height 15 in, diameter 16 in x 16 in.
- **Shower chair**: width 19 in x 13 in, height 21 in, diameter 16 in x 15 ½ in
- **Shower chair**: width 19 ½ in x 18 in, height 21 in, diameter 17 in x 17 in
- **Toilet seat riser**: 5” high
- **Grab handrail**: adjustable
- **Pool hoist/ lift**: 450 pounds

### Accessible Outings & Excursions:
Most attractions are accessible so please contact concierge for more information.

### Proximity/Accessibility to local supermarkets/shops, etc:
- **Bashas Supermarket**
  - 20745 N Bell Rd
  - Scottsdale AZ 85260
  - 1.480.513.7560
  - Approximately 15 minute drive from resort

### Transport:
Personal transportation

### Hemodialysis clinics close to resort:
- **Stats Walk In Clinic**
  - 15223 N 87th St. Suite 110
  - Scottsdale, AZ 85260
  - 1.480.682.4100
  - Approximately 10 minute drive from resort.